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KNOCK KNOCK. WHO’S THERE?
WADDLE. WADDLE WHO?

WHAT DO YOU CALL A PIG  
THAT IS NO FUN TO BE AROUND?

And . . . in WHAT is duck stepping?Take your pig pen and doodle an un-fun look.

WADDLE YOU DO IF I TELL ANOTHER KNOCK KNOCK JOKE?A BOAR
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Popular Joke Books Have Sold 
Over 1 Million Copies

 • Pocket-sized doodle book 
provides kids with hours of fun

 • Elliot knows how to make kids 
howl with laughter

 • Perfect gift for birthday parties, 
Christmas stockings, and any 
time

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: October 7
$8.99
978-0-8007-2446-7

mass market
4 x 6
224 pages
Case Quantity: 80

Category: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Activity Books
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Humor / Jokes & Riddles
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Rob Elliott is the author of Laugh-Out-Loud Jokes for 
Kids, More Laugh-Out-Loud Jokes for Kids, Laugh-Out-
Loud Animal Jokes for Kids, and Knock-Knock Jokes for 
Kids, and has been a publishing professional for more than 
twenty years. Rob lives in West Michigan, where in his 
spare time he enjoys laughing out loud with his wife and 
five children.

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

Jonny Hawkins is a full-time cartoonist whose work 
has appeared in over six-hundred publications, including 
Reader’s Digest, Parade Magazine, The Saturday Evening 
Post, and Guideposts. His illustrations have appeared in 
many books including the Chicken Soup for the Soul series 
and he has created forty-eight successful page-a-day 
cartoon calendars. He works from his home in Sherwood, 
Michigan, where he lives with his wife, Carissa, and their 
three children, four cats, and a dog.

ALSO AVAILABLE

The Big Book of Laugh-Out-Loud Jokes for Kids 
(3-in-1)
978-0-8007-2307-1

Laugh-Out-Loud Jokes for Kids 
978-0-8007-8803-2

Laugh-Out-Loud Animal Jokes for Kids 
978-0-8007-2375-0

Knock-Knock Jokes for Kids 
978-0-8007-8822-3

More Laugh-Out-Loud Jokes for Kids 
978-0-8007-8821-6

Q: What’s even better than a hilarious book of jokes for kids?
A: A hilarious book of jokes for kids that they can draw in!

Following up his other smashing Laugh-Out-Loud successes, Rob Elliott is back, and 
this time he’s brought a friend: cartoonist Jonny Hawkins. Together they invite kids into 
the action with a one-two punch of laugh-out-loud jokes and lively cartoons ready for a 
budding artist’s finishing touch! Kids will love the freedom to express themselves in the 
pages of this imaginative new book. Perfect for long car rides or as a gift for birthdays, 
Christmas stockings, and Easter baskets, Laugh-Out-Loud Doodles for Kids encourages 
little minds and fingers to get creative and start doodling.

Laugh-Out-Loud Doodles 
for Kids
Rob Elliott
Illustrated by Jonny Hawkins
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9 Essential Financial Habits for Every Woman

 •Shows women they can be just as capable with 
money as they are in other areas of their life

 •Hunt is the official spokesperson for Chase 
Bank’s “Do Something about Debt” campaign

 •Author’s personal finance advice has been 
featured in Woman’s Day and Redbook, and on 
TODAY, FOX News, and Dr. Phil

Too many women feel like they lack the know-how to take control of their 
financial lives. But it’s not the level of their knowledge that’s the problem, 

says personal financial expert Mary Hunt; it’s their lack of confidence. Being 
in debt isn’t a money problem—it’s an attitude problem. And Hunt is here to 
help women develop a confident, capable attitude toward money so that they 
can take control of their finances.

Using the lessons she’s learned from her own hard-fought battle with 
debt, Hunt empowers women to develop nine essential money habits, 
including giving, saving, investing, rejecting unsecured debt, preparing for 
emergencies, getting what you pay for, and more. She also includes a six-
week action plan to help women get started right away.

The Financially Confident 
Woman
Mary Hunt

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 6
$12.99
978-0-8007-2146-6

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
240 pages
Case Quantity: 60

ebook: $12.99
978-1-4412-3795-8

Category: BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Personal Finance / 
General
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING

shelf talker
978-0-8007-2429-0

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Mary Hunt is an award-winning 
and bestselling author, a syndicated 
columnist, and a sought-after 
motivational speaker who helps 
men and women battle the 
epidemic of consumer debt. She 
is founder and publisher of the 
interactive website Debt-Proof 
Living, which features financial 
tools, resources, and information 
for her online members. Her books 
have sold more than a million copies, and her daily 
newspaper column, Everyday Cheapskate, is nationally 
syndicated through Creators Syndicate. Hunt speaks widely 
on personal finance and has appeared on shows such as 
NBC’s TODAY and Dr. Phil. She and her husband live in 
Colorado. Find out more at www.debtproofliving.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

7 Money Rules for Life®

978-0-8007-2253-1

Cheaper, Better, Faster
978-0-8007-2144-2

Debt-Proof Living
978-0-8007-2145-9

Raising Financially Confident Kids
978-0-8007-2141-1

The Smart Woman’s Guide to Planning for 
Retirement
978-0-8007-2113-8

© Cathryn Farnsworth Photography
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Marriage Expert Helps Couples  
Make Romance Last

 •Shows married couples how to have deeper 
intimacy in their marriage year after year

 •Practical, engaging advice for achieving the 
closeness you desire with your spouse

 • From the bestselling author of Becoming Your 
Spouse’s Better Half

 •Rick’s books have sold over 350,000 copies

Most married couples know how it goes. You start out in the throes 
of passionate romance only to have the fire cool over the years—

especially when kids come along or life gets too busy. But keeping the 
romance alive is easier than most people think. Now the author of Becoming 
Your Spouse’s Better Half shares the secrets of pursuing romance that won’t 
quit.

With wit and wisdom, Rick Johnson shows men and women how to 
communicate effectively with their spouses, recapture the feeling of young 
love, incorporate romance and intimacy into everyday life, understand each 
other’s unique sexual needs, and more. Anyone who has been married more 
than a couple of years will find useful insights and solid advice that will 
strengthen their marriage now and into the future.

Romancing Your Better Half
Rick Johnson

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 20
$12.99
978-0-8007-2234-0

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
208 pages
Case Quantity: 72

ebook: $12.99
978-1-4412-4505-2

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Love & Marriage
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Marriage & Long Term 
Relationships
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Rick Johnson is a bestselling 
author of That’s My Son; That’s 
My Teenage Son; That’s My Girl; 
Better Dads, Stronger Sons; and 
Becoming Your Spouse’s Better 
Half. He is the founder of Better 
Dads and is a sought-after speaker 
at many large parenting and 
marriage conferences across the 
United States and Canada. Rick, his 
wife, Suzanne, and their grown children live in Oregon. To 
find out more about Rick Johnson, visit www.betterdads.net.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Becoming Your Spouse’s Better Half
978-0-8007-3250-9

How to Talk So Your Husband Will Listen
978-0-8007-2084-1

ENDORSEMENT

“I loved this book. It’s practical, insightful, and, most 
importantly, motivating to draw closer to our spouses. Rick 
is a wonderful writer who inspires.”—Jim Burns, PhD, 
president of HomeWord
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EXCERPT

The journey to the Ashanta 
village should have taken two 
full days. Hyam had no idea how 
he remained awake through that 
long night. But he did. What was 
more, he made good time. The 
night was utterly still, the sky lit by 
a moon one sliver off full. Where 
the valley narrowed, the hills rose 
to either side like hump-backed 
beasts. The trail tracked along the 
river’s edge, two ghostly ribbons 
that cut through the dale. 

His thoughts made for foul 
company. The final words hissed 
by the mayor’s wife scalded away 
any regret he might have had over 
giving up the only home Hyam had 
ever known. The certainty that he 
had done the right thing, however, 
could not chase off the question 
that had plagued him since returning 
from the Long Hall. Hyam’s lack 
of knowledge regarding his own 
heritage was only heightened by 
his newfound magical prowess. The 
night echoed with words spoken by 
a Mistress who lived without deceit. 
Only the Milantians were said to be 
adept at their own tongue. A thousand 
years had turned the warrior race 
into legends meant to scare children. 
But Hyam had studied the remaining 
scrolls because he had been forced 
to. Milantians looked like their human 
kin. But their powers were immense, 
their destruction still evident beyond 
the eastern badlands. Or so Hyam had 
read. He had never been further from 
the home that was his no more than 
the Ashanta village up ahead. The fact 
that he was setting off on a journey that 
might last his lifetime, without either 
destination or a clear idea of his own 
past, left his chest aching.
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Classic Fantasy for Modern 
Readers in the Tradition  

of J.R.R. Tolkien
 • A reluctant hero embarks on 
a quest to vanquish the dark 
forces seeking to control the 
Realm—but will he fall prey to 
their mysterious powers?

 • An epic tale of imagination 
and adventure—crafted by 
an acclaimed international 
novelist

 • Will appeal to fans of Terry 
Goodkind (the SwoRd of tRuth 
series), Robert Jordan  
(the wheel of time series)  
and Christopher Paolini 
(eRagoN series)

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 6

trade paper
$14.99
978-0-8007-2385-9

5½ x 8½
304 pages
Case Quantity: 48

hardcover
$19.99
978-0-8007-2447-4

5½ x 8½
304 pages
Case Quantity: 36

ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2306-7

Category: FICTION / Fantasy / Epic
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING

shelf talker, single wide
978-0-8007-2423-8
shelf talker, double wide
978-0-8007-2424-5

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Thomas Locke is a pseudonym 
for Davis Bunn, the award-winning 
novelist with total worldwide sales 
of seven million copies. His work 
has been published in twenty 
languages, and critical acclaim 
includes four Christy Awards for 
excellence in fiction. Davis divides 
his time between Oxford and 
Florida and holds a lifelong passion 
for speculative stories. Davis’s screenplay adaptation of  
The Emissary is currently under development as a feature 
film with a British production company. Learn more at  
www.davisbunn.com.

Hyam is a likeable lad who will make a fine farmer someday. But he carries a 
burden few can fathom. As his mother slips toward death, she implores him to 

return to Long Hall, where he spent five years as an apprentice. It was there that Hyam’s 
extraordinary capacity for mastering languages came to light—and soon cast him into 
the shadows of suspicion. How could any human learn the forbidden tongues with such 
ease? When Hyam dares to seek out the Mistress of the Sorceries, her revelation tears 
his world asunder.

He has no choice but to set out on the foreboding path—which beckons him to either 
his destiny or his doom. An encounter with an enchanting stranger reminds him that he 
is part hero and part captive. As Hyam struggles to interpret the omens and symbols, he 
is swept up by a great current of possibilities—and dangers. 

With lyrical prose that unveils a richly imaginative world, Thomas Locke takes readers 
on a journey into the Realm. There he invites them to awaken their sense of wonder. This 
cracking adventure moves like a contemporary thriller but harkens back to the enduring 
genre of classic fantasy.

Emissary
legends of the realm #1

Thomas Locke
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“Harris takes you on a trail into the worst 
kind of evil.”—Lynette Eason

 •Presumed dead by friends and family, Michael 
Hunt is alive and on the run—and his only hope 
is the daughter of the man who wants him dead

 •Harris is a Christy Award finalist for Dangerous 
Passage

 • “Readers will find much to admire in Harris’s 
work.”—Publishers Weekly

Michael Hunt is alive—and on the run. Presumed dead by friends and 
family, the undercover assignment he’s been working for the past 

eight months has just been blown. With a hit out on his life and corruption 
inside the Atlanta police department, Michael finds himself hunted by both the 
cartel and the law. His only hope is the daughter of the man who wants him 
dead.

This nonstop chase from taut suspense writer Lisa Harris will leave 
readers breathless as they race to connect the dots before it’s too late.

Hidden Agenda
southern Crimes #3

Lisa Harris

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 6
$14.99
978-0-8007-2192-3

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
320 pages
Case Quantity: 44

ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2117-9

Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Lisa Harris is a Christy Award 
finalist and the winner of the Best 
Inspirational Suspense Novel for 
2011 from Romantic Times. The 
author of more than twenty books, 
including Dangerous Passage 
and Fatal Exchange, Harris and 
her family have spent over ten 
years living as missionaries in 
Mozambique, where she leads 
a women’s group and runs a nonprofit organization that 
works alongside their church-planting ministry. Visit www.
lisaharriswrites.com for more.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Southern CrimeS

1 Dangerous Passage
978-0-8007-2190-9

2 Fatal Exchange
978-0-8007-2191-6
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Romance Blooms between the Most Unlikely 
Couple in Last Chance

 •When Kaitlyn Reed lands back in Last Chance, 
her life is turned upside down by a charmer who 
may convince her to stay

 • “[A] sweet romance that features vivid 
descriptions of the Southwestern landscape, 
colorful supporting characters, and engaging 
relationships subtly shaped by Christian faith.” 
—Booklist on One More Last Chance

 •Will appeal to fans of Lisa Wingate and Susan 
May Warren

Kaitlyn Reed and Steven Braden have always had a similar philosophy of 
life: when the going gets tough, they get going—out of town and away 

from the problem. Now they are both back in Last Chance, New Mexico, and 
trying to start over. Kaitlyn is working to reestablish a relationship with the 
seven-year-old daughter she left behind six months earlier. Steven is trying to 
prove to his family that he is not the irresponsible charmer they have always 
known him to be. As Kaitlyn and Steven find themselves drawn to one another, 
one big question keeps getting in the way: How will they learn to trust each 
other when they don’t even trust themselves?

With emotional depth and characters who leap off the page and into the 
reader’s psyche, Cathleen Armstrong continues to delight her readers and 
win new fans. Readers will be thrilled to return once more to the small town 
they’ve grown to love.

At Home in Last Chance
a PlaCe to Call home #3

Cathleen Armstrong

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 6
$13.99
978-0-8007-2248-7

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
304 pages
Case Quantity: 48

ebook: $13.99
978-1-4412-2119-3

Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Contemporary
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Cathleen Armstrong lives in the 
San Francisco Bay Area with 
her husband, Ed, and their corgi. 
Though she has been in California 
for many years now, her roots 
remain deep in New Mexico where 
she grew up and where much 
of her family still lives. After she 
and Ed raised three children, she 
returned to college and earned a 
BA in English. Her debut novel Welcome to Last Chance 
won the 2009 American Christian Fiction Writers Genesis 
Award for Women’s Fiction. She is also the author of One 
More Last Chance.

ALSO AVAILABLE

a PLaCe to CaLL home

1 Welcome to Last Chance
978-0-8007-2246-3

2 One More Last Chance
978-0-8007-2247-0
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Are Double Dates Double Fun— 
or Double Trouble?

 •Carlson’s reputation and ability to connect with 
teens’ lives continue to win her new fans

 •Award-winning author of more than 200 books

 • Five teenage girls form a club called the DG 
(Dating Games) to test their dating strategy

The girls of the DG have found that through the club, both their friendships 
and their dating savvy have grown. But all that is about to be put to the 

test. Despite their promises of secrecy, word has somehow gotten out, and 
new girls want to join the club. The reaction in the DG is mixed, but with the 
Christmas Ball coming up, they need to pull together to organize their double 
dates. The trouble is, how can they get guys interested in a dance that’s 
become increasingly unpopular?

Cassidy, Devon, Abby, Bryn, and Emma are quickly becoming teen 
favorites as they navigate the crazy world of dating. As always, Melody 
Carlson subtly delivers great advice wrapped up tight in a package of fun 
and friendship.

The Dating Games #3: 
Double Date
the dating games #3

Melody Carlson

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 20
$12.99
978-0-8007-2129-9

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
224 pages
Case Quantity: 60

ebook: $12.99
978-1-4412-2114-8

Category: JUVENILE FICTION / Religious / Christian / 
Relationships
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Melody Carlson is the award-
winning author of more than two 
hundred books, including the dating 
games series, the Life at Kingston 
high series, Double Take, A Simple 
Song, and My Amish Boyfriend. 
She has received a Romantic 
Times Career Achievement Award 
in the inspirational market for 
her many books, including the 
diaRy of a teenage giRL series and Finding Alice. Melody 
and her husband live in Oregon. Find out more at www.
melodycarlson.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

the dating gameS

The Dating Games #1: First Date
978-0-8007-2131-2

The Dating Games #2: Blind Date
978-0-8007-2128-2
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VITAL INFORMATION

Available: February 3
$14.99
978-0-8007-2273-9

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
336 pages
Case Quantity: 44

ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2122-3

Category: FICTION / Christian / General
FICTION / Contemporary Women
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Kellie Coates Gilbert is a 
former legal investigator and trial 
paralegal and the author of A 
Woman of Fortune. Gilbert crafts 
her emotionally charged stories 
about women in life-changing 
circumstances in Dallas, Texas, 
where she lives with her husband.

ALSO AVAILABLE

texaS goLd CoLLeCtion

A Woman of Fortune
978-0-8007-2272-2

Gripping, Emotionally Layered Novel  
from a Moving Voice

 •Powerful story of a young woman driven to prove 
herself but shackled to a past that is destroying 
her

 •Richly layered characters reveal the seduction 
of success and the redemptive power of 
forgiveness

 •Gilbert’s writing will appeal to readers of Kristin 
Hannah and Jodi Picoult

Following in her estranged father’s footsteps, Dr. Juliet Ryan has devoted 
her scientific acumen to corporate America, providing safe drinking 

water for millions—and affording her plenty of perks along the way. Then, 
without warning, a fast-moving disaster sweeps Juliet into a whirlpool of 
corporate scandal and puts lives at risk. As she scrambles to find answers, 
Juliet must face her deepest wounds and join forces with her father to 
expose a far-reaching conspiracy. Underneath it all, she struggles to forgive 
those who betrayed her trust—not least of all her own father.

Kellie Coates Gilbert’s emotionally complex and gripping novel fearlessly 
explores the seduction of success, the fear of giving up control, and the 
redemptive power of learning to forgive those who have hurt us most. Like 
a mighty river with twists and turns and hidden rocks, this story will sweep 
readers relentlessly along until the satisfying conclusion.

Where Rivers Part
texas gold ColleCtion

Kellie Coates Gilbert
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Fresh Perspective on the Story of Rahab 
from a Masterful Storyteller

 •Breathtaking story of the prostitute who risked 
everything to protect two Israelite spies

 • Inspired by the author’s years of research

 •CBA bestselling author delivers a riveting, 
passionate, and faithful rendering of beloved 
biblical story

Wife to a gambler who took one too many risks, Rahab finds herself sold 
as a slave to cover her husband’s debt. Forced into prostitution by Dabir, 

counselor to the Syrian king, Rahab despairs of ever regaining her freedom and 
her self-respect. But when Israelite spies enter Jericho and come to lodge at 
her house, Rahab sees a glimmer of hope and the opportunity of a lifetime. In 
one risky moment, she takes a leap of faith, puts her trust in a God she does 
not know, and vows to protect the spies from the authorities. When the armies 
of Israel arrive weeks later, Rahab hopes they will keep their promise, but she 
has no idea what kind of challenges await her outside Jericho’s walls—or if 
she will ever know the meaning of love.

Under Jill Eileen Smith’s talented hand, the familiar story of Rahab bursts 
forth in high definition. Readers will find themselves fully immersed in a world 
of dark and dusty streets, clandestine meetings, and daring escapes as a 
mysterious biblical figure claims her full humanity—and a permanent place in 
readers’ hearts.

The Crimson Cord
Daughters of the PromiseD LanD #1

Jill Eileen Smith

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: February 17
$14.99
978-0-8007-2034-6

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
368 pages
Case Quantity: 44

ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2115-5

Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING

shelf talker
978-0-8007-2425-2

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Jill Eileen Smith is the author 
of the bestselling Michal, Abigail, 
and Bathsheba, all part of The Wives 
of King DaviD series, and of Sarai, 
Rebekah, and Rachel in the Wives of 
The PaTriarchs series. Her research 
into the lives of biblical women has 
taken her from the Bible to Israel, 
and she particularly enjoys learning 
how women lived in Old Testament 
times. Jill lives with her family in 
southeast Michigan. Learn more at  
www.jilleileensmith.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Wives of the Patriarchs

1 Sarai
978-0-8007-3429-9

2 Rebekah
978-0-8007-3430-5

3 Rachel
978-0-8007-3431-2

© Amanda Matilla Photography
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VITAL INFORMATION

Available: February 3
$16.99
978-0-8007-2277-7

hardcover
5½ x 8½ 
208 pages
Case Quantity: 72

ebook: $16.99
978-1-4412-2121-6

Category: SELF-HELP / Motivational & Inspirational
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Pat Williams is senior vice 
president of the NBA’s Orlando 
Magic. He has more than fifty 
years of professional sports 
experience, has written dozens of 
books, including the popular Coach 
Wooden and Coach Wooden’s 
Greatest Secret, and is one of 
America’s most sought-after 
motivational speakers. He lives in Florida. Learn more at 
www.patwilliams.com.

Jim Denney is a full-time freelance writer with more than 
one hundred published books to his credit. His collaborative 
titles include Reggie White in the Trenches; Undefeated, 
with Bob and Brian Griese; and numerous books with Pat 
Williams, including Go for the Magic, Coach Wooden, and 
Coach Wooden’s Greatest Secret.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Ahead of the Game,  
rev. & updated ed.
978-0-8007-2372-9

Coach Wooden
978-0-8007-2127-5

Coach Wooden’s Greatest 
Secret
978-0-8007-2276-0

The Difference You Make
978-0-8007-2278-4

Today Is Yours
978-0-8007-2373-6

Practical Advice to Develop True Character 
and Find Success

 • Includes inspirational stories of legendary sports 
figures, prominent leaders, and fascinating people 
from all walks of life

 •Provides life lessons of perseverance, dedication, 
and leadership

 •Author has significant promotional platform through 
his speaking and media opportunities

We live in a culture obsessed with celebrity. When we’re not trying to make 
a name for ourselves, we’re following the big names on Twitter, liking 

them on Facebook, and taking selfies with them if we are lucky enough to run 
into them in real life. We love winners and we want to be winners. But take it from 
a man who knows more famous people than most of us will ever meet—it’s not 
who you know that’s important, it’s who you are inside. 

With short, story-driven readings, Pat Williams draws from over fifty years of 
brushing shoulders with the greats, offering readers motivation to do their best, 
be themselves, and continually strive to be the people God made them to be. 
He shows that being a “winner” is more about character, attitudes, values, and 
faith than it is about coming out on top. Stories from legendary sports figures, 
leaders, and fascinating people from all walks of life help readers develop true 
character that speaks for itself. 

It’s Not Who You Know,  
It’s Who You Are
Pat Williams with Jim Denney
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EXCERPT

Not a week goes by without 
someone asking me, “What’s 
your secret—how do you 
do it all?” Usually I just laugh 
and say that I don’t do it all. I 
bring up my dusty mantel and 
my laundry piles. But still they 
press on, eager to know how a 
wife, mother, blogger, and full-
time marketing professional still 
makes time for herself. 

I always said I would never 
write a book. I didn’t think it was 
my calling. But that changed 
when I felt prompted to write 
about this topic, because it 
consumed me. Suddenly all I 
could see were women drowning 
in busyness, and I wanted to grab 
each of them and say, there’s a 
better way. Let go of the laundry. 
Read a magazine. Savor some 
time for yourself. 

The Fringe Hours was written 
for you, a woman who deserves 
time for yourself and the things 
that you love. 

I surveyed more than 2,000 
women in the course of writing this 
book and personally interviewed 
dozens more. I asked them 
questions about how they spend 
their time, what their days are like, 
and what they wish they could 
spend more time doing. Their stories 
are woven throughout the chapters 
you are about to read. I’m sure that 
you, like me, will see yourself in many  
of them.

It is my prayer that this book 
encourages you, right where you are. 
Whether you spend an hour a week on 
yourself or more than ten, The Fringe 
Hours is for you. God created you with 
a unique set of gifts and passions. May 
The Fringe Hours give you permission 
to pursue those desires.
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VITAL INFORMATION

Available: February 17
$14.99
978-0-8007-2348-4

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
208 pages
Case Quantity: 72

ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-4616-5
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Jessica N. Turner is the 
founder of the popular lifestyle 
blog The Mom Creative, where 
she documents her pursuit of 
cultivating a life well-crafted (www.
themomcreative.com). Additionally, 
she is a writer for DaySpring’s (in)
courage, an advocate for World 
Vision, a regular speaker at 
blogging conferences nationwide, 
and an award-winning marketing professional. She and 
her husband, Matthew live with their two young children in 
Nashville, Tennessee.

Equips Women to Make Time for 
Themselves and Their Passions

 • Draws from dozens of one- 
on-one interviews and primary 
research surveying more than 
2,000 women 

 • Teaches women how to move 
past the guilt they feel when 
they spend time on themselves

 • Author blogs at her own blog, 
The Mom Creative, and at 
DaySpring’s (in)courage and 
is founder and co-host of the 
Bloom Book Club

 • “Jessica’s warmth encourages, 
her wisdom clarifies, and her 
joy motivates.”—Ann Voskamp, 
New York Times bestselling 
author of One Thousand Gifts

Every woman has had this experience: you get to the end of the day and realize you 
did nothing for you. And if you go days, weeks, or even months in this cycle, you 

begin to feel like you have lost a bit of yourself.
While life is busy with a litany of must-dos—work, child-rearing, keeping house, 

grocery shopping, laundry and on and on—women do not have to push their own needs 
aside. Yet this is often what happens. There’s just no time, right? Wrong.

In this practical and liberating book, Jessica Turner empowers women to take back 
pockets of time they already have in their day in order to practice self-care and do 
the things they love. Turner uses her own experiences and those of women across the 
country to teach readers how to balance their many responsibilities while still taking 
time to invest in themselves. She also addresses barriers to this lifestyle, such as 
comparison and guilt, and demonstrates how eliminating these feelings and making 
changes to one’s schedule will make the reader a better wife, mother and friend.

Perfect for any woman who is doing everything for everyone—except herself— 
The Fringe Hours is ideal for both individuals and small group use.

The Fringe Hours
Jessica N. Turner
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Why You Are the Way You Are
 •Psychologist Dr. Leman offers key insights into 
how our birth order affects our lives

 •More than 1 million copies of this classic book 
have been sold 

 •A fascinating look at how birth order affects 
personality, relationships, parenting, and career

The order in which we are born has a powerful, far-reaching influence on 
the way we interact with others—at home, at work, with friends, and in 

the public square. Dr. Kevin Leman’s classic book on birth order is getting a 
new look, bringing his engaging, fascinating, and often funny observations 
to a new audience. With insight and wit, Dr. Leman shows readers how birth 
order affects personality, marriage and relationships, parenting style, career, 
and children. Anyone who wants to gain understanding about the ways they 
interact with others—and even overcome ingrained tendencies they never 
thought they’d be rid of—will love Dr. Leman’s insightful book.

The Birth Order Book
Dr. Kevin Leman
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calls through hundreds of radio 
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Fox & Friends, The View, FOX’s The 
Morning Show, Today, Bill Bennett’s Morning in America, 
The 700 Club, CBS’s The Early Show, In the Market with 
Janet Parshall, CNN, and Focus on the Family, and has 
served as a contributing family psychologist to Good 
Morning America. A bestselling and award-winning author, 
Dr. Leman has written more than forty books, including  
The Birth Order Book, Making Children Mind without Losing 
Yours, and Have a New Kid by Friday. Dr. Leman and his 
wife, Sande, live in Tucson, Arizona. They have five 
children and two grandchildren.
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Have a Happy Family by Friday
978-0-8007-1913-5

Have a New Husband by Friday
978-0-8007-2088-9

Have a New Kid by Friday
978-0-8007-3218-9

Have a New Teenager by Friday
978-0-8007-2215-9

Making Children Mind without Losing Yours
978-0-8007-3105-2

What a Difference a Mom Makes
978-0-8007-3432-9
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Willard F. Harley, Jr. is a 
nationally acclaimed clinical 
psychologist, a marriage counselor, 
and the bestselling author of 
numerous books on marriage, 
including His Needs, Her Needs; 
Five Steps to Romantic Love; Love 
Busters; Draw Close; and He Wins, 
She Wins. Harley’s most popular 
book, His Needs, Her Needs, is 
also available as a video curriculum for churches and small 
groups. He and his wife of over fifty years, Joyce, offer 
a daily radio call-in program, Marriage Builders Radio, 
which can be heard on various radio stations across the 
United States and worldwide on his popular website, www.
marriagebuilders.com, which offers practical solutions to 
almost any marital problem.
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Draw Close 
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Workbook Guides Couples through Marital 
Conflict Resolution

 •Offers couples opportunities to practice the 
strategies they learn in the popular He Wins,  
She Wins

 • “Provides clear strategies for developing  
and practicing a win/win mind-set.” 
—Library Journal on He Wins, She Wins

 • For couples or groups who want further study 
and practical helps on resolving conflicts in 
ways that are mutually beneficial

In He Wins, She Wins, Dr. Harley unpacked the revolutionary concept 
of joint agreement in marriage that keeps husband and wife on equal 

footing and equally satisfied. This win-win model for negotiation starts 
with a simple rule: Never do anything without enthusiastic agreement 
between you and your spouse. 

In this practical workbook, Dr. Harley walks couples through 
scenarios for the five most common areas of conflict in marriage 
(friends and family, career and time management, finances, child 
training, and sex), applying the joint agreement rule in every situation. 
Couples practice resolving each of those conflicts the right way, 
before turning their attention to their own real-life conflicts. Chock-
full of eye-opening exercises that bring Harley’s concepts squarely 
into a couple’s real-world situation, this workbook is perfect for both 
individual couples and small groups.

He Wins, She Wins 
Workbook
Willard F. Harley, Jr.
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Navigating the Unknown

by Lisa Leonard

Our oldest son David  
(7 years old) was born 
with a disability including 
missing fingers on his left 
hand, small size, delays in all 
developmental areas and a 
heart defect.

Whenever I explain David’s 
special needs to someone, 
I’m always quick to tell them 
how amazing he is—how his 
personality lights up a room 
and everyone who knows him 
is blessed by his sweet nature.

We found out David would 
be needing surgery, and that 
the surgeon would need to open 
his chest to repair the hole in 
his heart. And since we got that 
news, I’ve been sort of a mess.

I’m not someone who usually 
struggles with fear, but the 
thought of David’s chest being 
opened makes my knees wobble 
and my throat tighten up. It’s 
hard to think about, let alone talk 
about, with actual words. 

I don’t like feeling afraid. And 
I find myself broken before the 
Lord. Navigating the unknown 
makes me realize how out of 
control I am. It also reminds me 
that God is in control. The world 
is not a random, chaotic place, 
but every moment of every day is 
overseen by a capable, loving God. 
Who knows me and knows David.

And He loves us. This is where 
my hope lies. This is how I navigate 
the unknown.

“Why are you downcast, O my 
soul? Why so disturbed within me?

Put your hope in God, for I will yet 
praise him, my Savior and my God.”

~Psalm 42:5 (NIV)
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AND PHOTOGRAPHER

Dawn Camp is the camera-
toting, homeschooling mother of 
eight children. A featured blogger 
at (in)courage, her beautiful 
photography previously graced their 
monthly calendar and currently 
decorates the desktops of women 
around the world. Camp blogs at 
MyHomeSweetHomeOnline.net 
and is a featured photographer on 
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Uplifting Stories of God’s Grace 
in the Midst of Everyday Life

 • Dawn Camp has been a regular 
contributor on DaySpring’s 
(in)courage blog since its 
beginning

 • A beautiful blend of honest, 
transparent stories and dozens 
of Dawn Camp’s award-winning 
photos

 • Contributors include Margaret 
Feinberg, Melanie Shankle, 
Holley Gerth, Emily Freeman, 
Ann Voskamp, and many more

In this hectic life, we all need a little peace, a little quiet, and a little beauty. Combining 
heartfelt stories from some of today’s foremost writers and bloggers with stunning 

photography of God’s incredible creation, The Beauty of Grace is a haven of calm 
contemplation amidst the chaos.

This uplifting collection includes moving stories of cultivating friendship, waiting on 
God, choosing joy, staying connected, and more from popular writers such as Jessica 
Turner, Lisa-Jo Baker, Holley Gerth, Shaun Groves, Ann Voskamp, Bonnie Gray, Tsh 
Oxenreider, Leeana Tankersley, Emily Freeman, Margaret Feinberg, and many others. 
Each story is accompanied by an uplifting Scripture verse, and the book includes dozens 
of Dawn’s eye-catching photos. Foreword by Holley Gerth.

The Beauty of Grace
Dawn Camp, editor and photographer
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“Brendan is adept at weaving a sweet  
love story.”—Tamera Alexander

 •While living in a Gold Rush boomtown in 1866, a 
young woman can’t seem to avoid the local sheriff 
with a reputation for being a “hanging lawman”

 •Brendan is an expert at creating colorful characters 
in settings that crackle with life 

 •Author’s Twice Promised was the winner of the 
2013 Laurel Wreath Award, a finalist for The 
Maggie Award for Excellence, and a finalist for the 
Heart of Excellence Reader’s Choice Award

Patience Cavanaugh has lost hope in romance. The man she yearned to 
marry is dead and her dreams are gone with him. Now she is consumed 

with the restoration of a dilapidated boarding house in order to support herself. 
Despite her desire for solitude, Jedediah Jones, the local sheriff with a reputation 
for hanging criminals, becomes an ever-looming part of her life. It seems like 
such a simple arrangement: Patience needs someone with a strong back to help 
her fix up the boardinghouse, and Jedediah needs a dependable source of food 
for himself and his prisoners. But Patience gets more than she bargained for as 
she explores the depths of the “hanging lawman”—and finds both betrayal and 
love.

With a keen eye to historical detail and a deft hand at romantic tension, 
Maggie Brendan invites readers to a Montana gold rush boomtown, where vices 
and virtues are on full display and love is lying in wait.

The Trouble with Patience
virtues and viCes of the old West #1

Maggie Brendan
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Popular God Girl Bible Now Available  
in NKJV 

 •Girl-focused content helps teen girls see how the 
Bible applies to their unique challenges

 •Bestselling author Hayley DiMarco encourages 
young women to be God Girls

 •Beautiful packaging girls will love

Now the popular God Girl Bible is available in the New King James 
Version with beautiful new bindings. The perfect companion to the #1 

CBA bestseller God Girl, the God Girl Bible includes insightful materials that 
help a girl become the woman she was meant to be. Jam-packed with special 
features created just for them, the God Girl Bible offers teen girls

•	 Book Intros: including quick facts about author, audience, themes, 
and more

•	 God Girl Stories: 26 full-page profiles of women in the Bible
•	 Know This Devotions: 200 half-page devotions on topics related to 

becoming a God Girl
•	 Ask Yourself: sidebars that encourage girls to consider how God’s 

Word applies to their lives on a practical level
•	 Prayers: 40 timeless prayers rewritten in language today’s teen girl 

understands
•	 Quick Relief: an index of helpful verses on topics and issues teens 

face
•	 GodGirl.com: a site where girls can interact with Hayley and other  

God Girls diving even deeper into their Bible study

These special features will make the God Girl Bible the Bible of choice 
among girls 13 and up as they grow into the women God made them to be.

NKJV God Girl Bible
Hayley DiMarco

Available: March 17
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1,520 pages
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Anna followed Georg up 
the gangplank and noticed an 
official-looking figure standing at 
the top, watching her approach 
with sharp, penetrating eyes. For 
a split second he reminded her 
of Felix’s father, bishop Jacob 
Bauer—treetop-tall, muscular, 
wide-beamed shoulders. Then 
the moment passed, and she saw 
how very different from the bishop 
he really was. Jacob was plain 
and humble and holy. There was 
nothing plain nor humble nor holy 
about this man. 

While he appeared young, his 
seaman’s stance, so solid, so self-
confident, and his style of dress 
sent a simple message: he was in 
charge, and he was all business.

Georg Schultz, intimidated by no 
one, barely came to the middle of his 
chest. “Bairn, where is the captain?” 

The man propped his shoulders 
against the polished oak and crossed 
his arms over his broad chest, as 
though preparing for a long chat. “He’s 
in the Great Cabin. Not t’ be disturbed. 
What do y’ want, Schultz?” Behind 
him, sailors hurried from one end of 
the deck to the other, exchanging 
words, issuing orders. Now and then, 
the man would bark an order to the 
sailors who hurried past him, “Man the 
capstan!” and they would hustle to a 
large winch. Wheels rumbled, levers 
hoisted. This man, Anna thought, had 
the kind of authority that shut you up 
fast if you were a young sailor inclined to 
challenge something he had just said. 

He glanced at her then, the hard line 
of his jaw softening just a little, looking 
down at her with an inscrutable gaze, 
making her feel even smaller and more 
awkward. 

Had he noticed she was taking a 
survey of his person? Her neck heated, 
and she lowered her gaze, yet still felt his 
intense scrutiny. Why was he staring at 
her? Perhaps there was something on her 
face. Her skin itched by suggestion, and 
she brushed self-conscious fingers across 
her cheeks.
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Inspired by the Little-Known 
Story of How the Amish  

Came to America
 • Set in the 1737 on the 
Charming Nancy, the ship that 
brought the first wave of Amish 
from Europe to America

 • Combines romance, drama, 
and mystery against the 
backdrop of a tumultuous 
18th century Atlantic Ocean 
crossing for a can’t-put-it-down 
read 

 • “Fisher is an amazing 
author.”—RT Book Reviews  
on The Calling

When Anna König first meets Bairn, the Scottish ship carpenter of the Charming 
Nancy, their encounter is anything but pleasant. Anna is on the ship only to 

ensure the safe arrival of her loved ones to the New World. Hardened by years of living 
at sea, Bairn resents toting these naïve farmers—dubbed “Peculiars” by deckhands—
across the ocean. As delays, storms, illness, and diminishing provisions afflict crew and 
passengers alike, Bairn finds himself drawn to Anna’s serene nature. For her part, Anna 
can’t seem to stay below deck and far away from the aloof ship’s carpenter, despite 
warnings.

When an act of sacrifice leaves Anna in a perilous situation, Bairn discovers he may 
not have left his faith as firmly in the past as he thought. But has the revelation come  
too late? 

Amish fiction favorite Suzanne Woods Fisher brings her fans back to the beginning of 
Amish life in America with this fascinating glimpse into the first ocean crossing as seen 
through the eyes of a devout young woman and an irreverent man. Blending the worlds 
of Amish and historical fiction, Fisher is sure to delight her longtime fans even as she 
attracts new ones with her superb and always surprise-filled writing.

Anna’s Crossing
Suzanne Woods Fisher
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Here’s the reality: I’ve yet 
to meet a woman who doesn’t 
struggle with the pressure to 
be perfect. Even the ones who 
seem to have it all together. 
Maybe especially the ones who 
seem to have it all together. We 
are all in this battle, and we can 
help each other find victory. So 
on the day when yet another 
woman shared with me what I’d 
heard so many times before, I 
knew the time had come to write 
this book. 

I reached across the table and 
touched her hand with newfound 
hope in my eyes. “You don’t have 
to be tired anymore. Your life really 
can be different.” She looked up 
at me with a half smile. “I would 
love to believe that,” she answered, 
“but I think I’m too worn out to try 
anything else.” I smiled back at her 
and said, “Well, that’s great news, 
because the first thing I want you to 
do is stop trying.” 

I’m saying that to you today as 
well, friend. Before you read one 
more sentence in this book, please 
pause and promise this one thing: 
you will stop trying to change on 
your own. Aren’t you exhausted? 
Aren’t you ready for a break? Then 
get off the treadmill of perfection. You 
have permission to do so. Because 
this book isn’t about making yourself 
better. It’s about learning to receive 
what’s already yours. It’s about 
knowing you’re loved no matter what. 
It’s about rest and grace and living in 
an entirely new way.
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Holley Gerth Helps Women  
Break Free from the Pressure  

to Be Perfect
 • Bestselling author with 
powerful insights into the 
hearts of women and the rare 
ability to connect with readers 
as a trusted friend

 • Holley helps women lay down 
unrealistic expectations and 
embrace who God made them 
to be so they can follow his 
purpose for their lives

 • “I often say it doesn’t have 
to be perfect to be beautiful. 
Holley Gerth shows women 
that’s just as true for our 
hearts as it is for every other 
area of our lives.”—Myquillyn 
Smith (The Nester), founder, 
The Nesting Place blog

How would your life be different if you truly believed you’re loved just as you are?” 
Holley Gerth poses this compelling question at the start of her latest book. As 

someone who has connected with thousands of women, Holley has seen the dangers of 
becoming trapped by impossible standards of beauty, achievement, and even spirituality. 
We believe if only we were perfect we could beat our depression, banish anxiety, and 
develop the relationships we long for most. Holley shares how God wants to set the 
hearts of women free by revealing the lies we believe and the scandalous grace and 
acceptance offered to us instead. When we know we’re truly loved, the response is to 
love in return—and that changes everything.

Bestselling author and every woman’s best friend, Holley Gerth helps women lay 
down their unrealistic expectations so they can embrace who God created them to be, 
pursue his purpose for their lives, and offer the love they’ve been freely given.

You’re Loved No Matter 
What
Holley Gerth

© Tony Steck
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My oldest son Noah has 
Asperger’s Syndrome—a form 
of high-functioning autism. He 
is also a “puker.” I used to think 
that his overactive gag reflex was 
simply a sensitivity we needed 
to cure. It appeared to us, the 
autism uninitiated, that he just had 
to toughen up a bit. But at many 
a dinner, Noah insisted there was 
sand, or “fuzz,” or dog hair in his 
food. One small gag would lead to 
a giant mess in never enough time 
for me to fly across the kitchen 
and hurtle him into the bathroom. 
And Lord help us if we were dining 
out. How do you convince the well-
meaning waiter with his jaw on the 
floor that no, the cheeseburger is 
perfectly fine, but my son believes 
someone dropped it in a sandbox on 
the way to the table?

On one such occasion, Noah was 
in the height of his foot aversion. If 
there was a naked foot—or even just a 
manicured toe—within arm’s length of 
his dining chair, the end was near. My 
daughter Grace found this sensitivity to 
be highly propitious.

At lunch with their hotdogs one 
day, Grace was playing with her unshod 
Barbie doll at the table and Noah started 
to heave. “Grace!” he screamed. “Get 
your Barbie OFF THE TABLE!”  I was at a 
loss for the particular cause of that day’s 
retching. “Noah, what is the problem 
with her Barbie? She’s playing so nicely.” 
“Mom!” (gag) “it’s her FEET!”

At which point Grace proceeded to 
dip her Barbie’s naked feet in her puddle 
of ketchup, dreamily swirl them around, 
and lick the entire thing off.

A 20 minute clean-up thereafter 
commenced.
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Sarah Parshall Perry (JD, 
University of Virginia School of Law) 
is a wife and mother of three young 
children. She is the coauthor of 
When the Fairy Dust Settles  
(with her mother, Janet Parshall) 
and the author of numerous 
magazine articles, award-winning 
short stories, and poetry. Sarah 
has served in youth ministry for over ten years and is 
currently writing for www.ChosenFamilies.org where she 
encourages other families living with disabilities. She lives 
in Baltimore, Maryland, where she spends most of her 
days fighting for time in front of the computer.

Real-Life Misadventures of a 
Mom Thriving amidst the Chaos
 • Despite disability, dirt, and 
disarray, Sarah Parshall Perry 
found that not having her act 
together is sometimes the 
best way to find a deeper 
relationship with God

 • Readers will laugh as they 
recognize themselves in the 
experiences of another mom in 
the trenches

 • Perry will appear on her 
mother’s nationally syndicated 
radio program, In the Market  
with Janet Parshall

You know that thing when you’re in Walmart at noon before you discover you haven’t 
brushed your teeth? Sarah Parshall Perry gets that. She also gets weird things 

showing up in her bed, her daughter asking for war paint, and her son crawling into a 
giant blue sock on Christmas morning. Mainly, she gets that conflicted feeling of finding 
her kids hanging out in the dogs’ cages and happily realizing they have stopped getting 
into trouble for a minute.

According to Perry, “The hardest stuff is the quickest way to God,” and readers get to 
watch the systematic destruction of her carefully planned life, laughing at her missteps, 
aching at her tragedies, and recognizing themselves along the way. A mother of three 
children, two of whom are on the autism spectrum, she has experienced plenty of ups 
and downs, but from the chaos of her “ordinary” life she pulls the universal truths of 
motherhood, addressing them with humor, poignancy, and a naked honesty that will 
make the reader think, That sounds a lot like my crazy life. Perry helps mothers realize 
they aren’t alone, even if they’ve fallen off the straight and narrow of their intended path 
and are instead lying in the ditch next to it. Life’s a mess. But as Perry reminds us, it’s all 
for a purpose. 

Perfect for mothers, this book will encourage, inspire, and enlighten.

Sand in My Sandwich
Sarah Parshall Perry
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EXCERPT

It was meant to be a 
joyride.

No one was supposed to 
die.

“She’s not breathing!” 
Erika’s shrill, hysteria-laced 
whisper pierced the humidity-
laden air.

Heart pounding, I fisted my 
hands. “I can see that.”

The clammy smell of panic 
overpowered the scent of fresh-
cut hay in the adjacent field as 
we huddled on our knees over 
the motionless figure in the ditch.

“What should we do?” Joe’s 
voice cracked on the last word.

They both looked at me like I 
had the answer. Like I knew how 
to make this nightmare go away.

I didn’t.

Not yet, anyway.

I was still trying to wrap my 
mind around what had happened. 
To figure out how my well-planned 
life could careen out of control in 
the space of a few heartbeats.

The answer eluded me. But I 
did know one thing. Any whiff of 
scandal could deep six the coveted 
job I was a breath away from getting 
after acing the final interview.

I couldn’t let that happen.

When I didn’t respond, Joe leaned 
across the crumpled body and 
grasped my shoulders, his fingers 
digging into my flesh like talons. 
“What should we do?”

I shook him off. “I heard you the 
first time! Give me a minute!”

I straightened up and checked 
out the rural Missouri road, with its 
undulating dips that provided high-
speed thrills.

Empty.

But headlights could appear over 
the rise at any moment, illuminating us 
like spotlights.

If they did, we were hosed.

My fingers began to prickle.

We had to make a decision.

Fast.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Irene Hannon is the bestselling 
author of more than forty-five 
novels, including the heRoes of 
Quantico,  guaRdians of Justice, 
and PRivate Justice series. Her 
books have been honored with 
two coveted RITA Awards from 
Romance Writers of America, a 
Carol Award, two HOLT Medallions, 
a Daphne du Maurier Award, two 
Reviewers’ Choice Awards from RT 
Book Reviews magazine, a Retailers’ Choice Award, and 
a National Readers’ Choice Award. In addition, she is a 
Christy Award finalist, and Booklist included one of her 
novels in its “Top 10 Inspirational Fiction” list for 2011. She 
lives in Missouri. Learn more at www.irenehannon.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Private JuStiCe

1 Vanished 
978-0-8007-2123-7

2 Trapped
978-0-8007-2124-4

3 Deceived
978-0-8007-2125-1

2013 Christy Award Finalist Kicks 
Off Riveting New Romantic 

Suspense Series
 • Police chief Lisa Grant and 
detective Mac McGregor join 
forces to uncover a secret 
someone is determined to 
keep buried

 • Award-winning novelist has 
twice won the RITA, as well as 
a Daphne du Maurier Award 
and the Retailers’ Choice 
Award

 • Library Journal calls Hannon 
“the queen of inspirational 
romantic suspense”

 • “Hannon outdoes herself  
with this fast-paced tale of 
fear, deception, and just  
the right dose of romance.” 
—USA Today’s Happily Ever 
After blog on Trapped

After seven years as a Chicago homicide detective, Lisa Grant has hit a wall. Ready 
for a kinder, gentler life, she takes a job as a small-town police chief. But the 

discovery of a human skeleton by a construction crew at the edge of town taxes the 
resources of her department. A call for assistance brings detective Mac McGregor, an 
ex–Navy SEAL, to her doorstep. As they work to solve the mystery behind the unmarked 
grave, danger begins to shadow them. Someone doesn’t want this dead person telling 
any tales—and will stop at nothing to make certain a life-shattering secret stays buried.

Master storyteller Irene Hannon is back with an exciting new series featuring former 
special forces operatives now in the thick of the action in civilian life. Hannon is at the 
top of her game in this can’t-put-it-down thriller that will have readers up until the wee 
hours devouring every page.

Buried Secrets
men of valor #1

Irene Hannon

©  DeWeesePhotography.com
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Beth White’s day job is teaching 
music at an inner-city high school 
in historic Mobile, Alabama. 
A native Mississippian, she is a 
pastor’s wife, mother of two, and 
grandmother of one—so far. Her 
hobbies include playing flute and 
pennywhistle and painting, but her 
real passion is writing historical 
romance with a Southern drawl. 
The author of The Pelican Bride, her 
novels have won the American Christian Fiction Writers 
Carol Award, the RT Book Club Reviewers Choice Award, 
and the Inspirational Reader’s Choice Award. Visit www.
bethwhite.net for more information.

ALSO AVAILABLE

guLf CoaSt ChroniCLeS

1 The Pelican Bride
978-0-8007-2197-8

“Duplicity, danger, political intrigue, and 
adventure.”—Booklist on The Pelican Bride

 • Second in a series of historical romances 
connected by generations of the fictional Lanier 
family

 • “New France comes alive thanks to intricate 
detail.”—Publishers Weekly review of The Pelican 
Bride

 • “The brutal New World of 1704 [is] captured 
with distinct detail in this fast-paced romantic 
adventure.”—RT Book Reviews on The Pelican 
Bride

All along the eastern seaboard, the American struggle for independence 
rages. In the British-held southern port of Mobile, Alabama, the conflict 

brewing is quieter—though no less deadly. The lovely Frenchwoman Lyse 
Lanier is best friends with the daughter of the British commander. Rafael 
Gonzalez is a charming young Spanish merchant with a secret mission and 
a shipment of gold to support General Washington. As their paths cross and 
their destinies become increasingly tangled, Lyse and Rafael must decide 
where their true loyalties lie—and somehow keep Lyse’s family from being 
executed as traitors to the British Crown.

With spectacular detail that brings the Colonial South alive, Beth White 
invites readers into a world of intrigue and espionage from a little-known 
side of the American Revolutionary War. Her richly textured settings and 
characters delight while fast pacing and closely held secrets will keep 
readers turning the pages.

The Creole Princess
gulf Coast ChroniCles #2

Beth White

©  Wendy Wilson Photography
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“Thompson continues to delight.” 
—Publishers Weekly

 • “This breezy, fun-filled romance is sure to 
please.”—Library Journal on The Icing on  
the Cake

 • Thompson’s outrageous cast of characters 
includes a former basketball star turned bridal 
shop owner and a bride in need of a groom

 •Passionate weddiNgS by bella fans will be 
thrilled by this new series 

Small-town girl Katie Fisher is planning her wedding. Sure, her boyfriend 
hasn’t managed to pop the question just yet, but that doesn’t mean she 

shouldn’t enter a contest in Texas Bride magazine to win the dress of her 
dreams, right? But when her boyfriend breaks up with her and takes a job in 
another town—the very same day Katie wins her dream dress—her world is 
turned upside down. Should she claim her prize? And will the hunky former 
pro-basketball player who runs the swanky Dallas bridal shop—yeah, you 
read that right—catch on to her humiliation if she does?

Janice Thompson designs a romance sure to delight, with plenty of 
fish-out-of-water moments, a hilarious supporting cast, and more of the 
wedding biz world her readers adore.

Every Bride Needs a Groom
Brides With style #1

Janice Thompson
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Janice Thompson is a seasoned 
romance author and screenwriter. 
An expert at pulling the humor from 
the situations we get ourselves into, 
Thompson offers an inside look at 
the wedding business, drawing on 
her own experiences as a wedding 
planner. She is the author of the 
hugely popular Weddings by beLLa 
series, the bacKstage Pass series, 
and the Weddings by design series. She lives in Texas. Learn 
more at www.janiceathompson.com.
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Emotionally Gripping Conclusion  
to the Anderson Family Saga

 • “The story is so captivating that you’ll find it very 
difficult to put down.”—RT Book Reviews on  
The Promise

 •A young man on his own faces challenges that 
may cost him more than he can imagine

 •Powerful writing that captures hearts, hopes,  
and dreams at the deepest level

 • “A solid entry in this series that painlessly 
teaches valuable relationship skills through good 
storytelling.”—Crosswalk.com on The Promise

Doug Anderson has been drifting slowly but steadily away from both his 
family and his faith. His parents, along with Christina, a young woman 

taken into the family during a crisis pregnancy, have been trying to reach him 
before he falls too far. But sometimes you have to hit bottom before you’re 
ready to grow up and give your life over to God. Christina’s feelings for Doug 
have been growing, even though he writes her off as not worth his time. Will 
Doug’s own crisis finally clear his vision and help him focus on what he has 
right in front of him?

Readers who have been on this emotional and romantic journey with the 
Anderson family will fall in love with this satisfying conclusion to the popular 
series.

The Legacy
the restoration series #4

Dan Walsh and Gary Smalley
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bestselling author of 
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The Dance, The Promise, 
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Gary Smalley, as well 
as The Unfinished Gift, 
The Discovery, and The 
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Book of the Year for 2011, 2012, and 2013. A 
member of American Christian Fiction Writers, 
Dan served as a pastor for 25 years. He lives 
with his wife in the Daytona Beach area, where 
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Learn more at www.danwalshbooks.com.

Gary Smalley is one of 
the country’s best-known 
authors and speakers on 
family relationships. He is 
the bestselling and award-
winning author or coauthor 
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Larry King Live, Extra, The Today Show, and The 
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national radio programs. Gary and his wife, 
Norma, have been married for 50 years and live 
in Colorado. They have three adult children and 
ten grandchildren.
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How to Pray When  
Life Is Hard

What do you pray when life gets hard or even unbearable? 
When you lose a spouse or a child? When your health 
deteriorates? When your spiritual life seems barren? Linda 
Evans Shepherd shows readers the how, what, and when of 
praying in any circumstance. They’ll also find that whether 
or not God changes their circumstances, he will use prayer 
to change them.
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Linda Evans Shepherd is an award-winning author, a 
popular speaker, and a radio personality. The president of 
Right to the Heart Ministries, she is the author of several 
books, including Experiencing God’s Presence and The 
Stress Cure. She and her husband live in Colorado.

Practical Tips for 
Managing Time

Get more out of every day! From goal setting, project 
management, and to-do lists to daily scheduling, creating 
new habits, and curing chronic lateness, this book will 
change busy readers’ lives. Everyone from free-wheelers 
to perfectionists will love these solutions for both home 
and work.
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Anonymous and the bestselling author of many books 
including Organizing Magic. She lives in Miami, Florida. 

Marsha Sims is a national speaker, a professional 
organizer, and the founder and president of Sort-It-Out, Inc. 
in Miami, Florida.

Biblical Truths for a 
Happier, Healthier Life

With more than a million and a half copies sold, God’s 
Psychiatry shows readers how ancient teachings of the 
Bible offer timeless wisdom for a happier and healthier 
life today. Readers will acquire confidence, banish fear 
and worry, root out hate and suspicion, bring out the 
best in themselves, and face life with enthusiasm and 
inward peace.
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